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T H E  C A P I T A L  B U L L E T I N  

F I R E  D I S T R I C T  N E W S  

ED ITO R  –  TO M  RIN ALD I  

tom @ ri na ld i1 .c om  

TH E  C U L TU R E O F A N Y  O RG AN I ZAT IO N  I S SH A PED  BY TH E WO RS T BEH AVIO R  TH E  L EAD E R I S WI LLIN G  TO  

TO L ERAT E .   

CAPITAL CALENDAR:    WWW.AFDCA.ORG 

Meetings will take place on Thursday evenings 7pm, Food will be provided at the Clifton Park Fire Station. 
 June 9th   General Membership Meeting 
 July 14th   Executive Board Only 
 July 30th   Picnic at Gansevoort – All District Officials and Chiefs are invited 
 No Meeting in August 
 September 8th   General Membership Meeting 
 October 13th  General Membership Meeting 
 November 10th  General Membership Meeting/2023 Elections 
 November 12th  Capital Area Annual Workshop at Verdoy Fire District 
Watch for More Details! 

We want to thank the Clifton Park – Halfmoon Fire District for allowing us to use their facility for the Capital Area 
meetings. 

CAPITAL AREA ASSOCIATION NEWS:    WWW.AFDCA.ORG 

Put it on your calendar now, Association picnic will be held on Saturday, July 30th from noon 
until 3pm at the Northumberland Fire District (Gansevoort Fire Department) picnic pavilion 
in downtown Gansevoort, fire district officers both members and non-members are invited 

to attend. 
 

WE INVITE THE FOLLOWING FIRE DISTRICTS TO GET ACQUAINTED WITH YOUR LOCAL/REGIONAL FIRE DISTRICT 
ASSOCIATION; Berne, Best-Luther(new district), Bolton, Delmar, Duanesburg, East Schodack, Eastern Pittstown, 
Elsmere, Glenville #2, Guilderland Center, Hoosick, Luzern-Hadley, McKnownville, Nassau #1, Northville Joint (new 
district), Pleasantdale, Pottersville, Rotterdam #4, Schodack Center, Stephentown and West Charlton. 

 

The Capital Area has logo ware for sale, long and short sleeve polo shirts.  Contact Secretary/Treasurer Tony Hill to 
purchase shirts. 

Please advise your secretaries that all correspondence go to the Capital Area Association Mailing Address at: 
AFDCA PO Box 242 East Schodack, NY 12063 

EMAIL: CAAOFD@GMAIL.COM 
518-407-5020 

 

Congratulations to Ned Carter Scholarship Winner from The Capital Area 

http://www.afdca.org/
http://www.afdca.org/
mailto:CAAOFD@GMAIL.COM
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Zaid Ashar was chosen in the North Region. Zaid resides with his family in Cohoes, New York which is located in Albany 
County. He is a senior at the Shaker High School located in Latham, New York. Zaid’s educational plan is to major in pre-
medicine/ biology, neuroscience or radiology technology. He is active at his high school with several clubs and teams 
and still found time to volunteer in his community in a number of ways including serving as a junior firefighter with the 
Verdoy Fire Department. Chief Corey Friedman of his fire department credits Zaid with recruiting his father to join the 
fire department after he began serving. 

CAPITAL SHORTS: 

• Next Capital Area Association Meeting, Thursday June 9th at 7PM, Clifton Park FH. 

• This year’s legislative session ends on June 2nd, the clock is running out. 

• In a bizarre twist of fate, 24-year-old Volunteer FF John Forbush died in an attempt to rescue a woman and her 
child from a West Virginia river, it appears it was a murder-suicide by the 42-year-old woman. 

• Join ESIP for the next installment of our ESIP Essentials Series and a review of fire extinguishers and 
understanding fire suppression systems. Page 3 

• Go to page 18, it’s a must read and will explain what might be wrong in your department. 
 

If you no longer wish to receive the Capital Bulletin you have the option to “unsubscribe” at the bottom of the 
introductory email. 

STATE ASSOCIATION NEWS:     WWW.AFDSNY.ORG 

• Board of Director’s Meeting June 1 & 2nd Saratoga Springs 

TRAINING APPROPRIATE FOR YOUR ENTIRE BOARD/SECRETARY/TREASURER 

COFFEE WITH COMMISSIONERS 2022    
Information for future is pending. 

 

THE LATEST FROM THE NYS LEGISLATURE 
 

 

 

New York State Fire Service Alliance Legislative Initiatives for the 2022 Session 
 

1. Fair Play Cost Recovery for Fire Departments - [S.7186 Brooks/A.534A Jones] Empowers the authority having 
jurisdiction which provides emergency medical services to have the option of establishing fees and charges for 
services. PASSED THE SENATE LANGUAGE PASSED IN THE BUDGET BILL!  

2. Restoration of Dedicated Code Enforcement Funding - [S.6970 Kavanagh & A8723 Englebright] The funds in 
Section 54g of State Finance Law provide state assistance to local governments for support of activities related 
to fire prevention and building codes. This money has been swept into the General Fund and not used for its 
intended purpose for 29 years.  Held up in Committee going nowhere! 

3. Recruitment and Retention Task Force – Passed and Signed by Governor: Make a chapter amendment to the 
legislation which created the Recruitment and Retention Task Force to move the date a report is due on its 
findings to December 31st, 2022, rather than the now unattainable date of April 1st, 2022.  

4. Reckless Endangerment of an Emergency Service Person - Amend the penal law by adding a new section creating 
the crime of reckless endangerment of an emergency service person in the second degree. A person is guilty 
when they knowingly alter or convert a building that impedes egress, and an emergency service person is injured 
or dies as a result. This would be classified as a class D felony. 

http://www.afdsny.org/
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5. Timely Adoption of Updated State Fire and Building Prevention Code - [S.6210B Skoufis/A.3559B Hunter Would 
require that a new building code as published by ICC would be adopted by the NYS Codes Council within 18 
months. Passed the Senate, Amended and recommitted to Assembly Governmental Operations. 

6. Pre-Budget ad hoc committee efforts to:  
A.) Return local control for use of the cellular 911 communications fees to the counties 
B.) Provide state-based funding for books used by the students of the basic fire education courses, 
specifically BFO & IFO courses and  
C.) Provide state funding to offset the cost of the NYS Firefighter’s Cancer Benefit Program to the AHJ 
paying the premiums 

As these measures work through the legislative process, the Fire Service Alliance will reconvene to strategize and/or 
identify additional measures to be considered by the Legislature. 

NEWS FROM THE NYS VOL. FF R&R TASK FORCE 

Updated Link for the Recruitment and Retention Task Force: 
https://www.dhses.ny.gov/volunteer-firefighter-recruitment-and-retention-task-force 
The task force in their most recent meeting has broken into sub committees. 
Open Meetings and Webcasts are located at: https://www.dhses.ny.gov/open-meetings-and-webcasts 

LET YOUR MEMBERS KNOW ABOUT THIS TRAINING OPPORTUNITY! 

 

Fire Extinguishers & Suppression Systems ESIP ESSENTIAL SERIES 

Join us for the next installment of our ESIP Essentials Series and a review of fire extinguishers and understanding fire suppression 
systems. 
Date: 6/1/2022 Time: 7:00 PM EST  
https://webinar.ringcentral.com/webinar/register/WN_t71K0QxESDuvYLl9teGGYQ?utm_source=ESIP+Risk+Management+Mailing+
List&utm_campaign=2eaf976019-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_21_04_23_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f653b3c566-2eaf976019-278064383 

 
New Course! Leadership for the Fire & Emergency Services 
The NVFC has released a new course in the Virtual Classroom on “Leadership in the Fire & Emergency Services.” This on-
demand course provides an overview of leadership roles, how anyone can be a leader regardless of rank, and tips to help 
in succeeding as an emergency service leader. Virtual Classroom courses are always free to NVFC members, but this 
course is free for a limited time to all members of the fire and emergency services. Register now: 
https://virtualclassroom.nvfc.org/products/leadership-for-the-fire-emergency-services 

 

Innovative Recruitment Ideas for Volunteer Fire, EMS, and Rescue Departments 
Recruitment is a challenge for many volunteer and combination emergency service departments. The NVFC has released 
a new one-pager featuring 10 ideas to help jump-start your recruitment initiatives. Download it here. You can find more 
tools and resources to help with recruitment – including customizable outreach materials and PSAs – from the NVFC’s 
Make Me A Firefighter campaign. 

OUR CHANGING FIRE SERVICE –CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES! 

O P P O R T U N I T I E S :  
 

Two Irondequoit Fire Districts Merge 

https://www.dhses.ny.gov/volunteer-firefighter-recruitment-and-retention-task-force
https://www.dhses.ny.gov/open-meetings-and-webcasts
https://webinar.ringcentral.com/webinar/register/WN_t71K0QxESDuvYLl9teGGYQ?utm_source=ESIP+Risk+Management+Mailing+List&utm_campaign=2eaf976019-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_21_04_23_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f653b3c566-2eaf976019-278064383
https://webinar.ringcentral.com/webinar/register/WN_t71K0QxESDuvYLl9teGGYQ?utm_source=ESIP+Risk+Management+Mailing+List&utm_campaign=2eaf976019-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_21_04_23_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f653b3c566-2eaf976019-278064383
https://webinar.ringcentral.com/webinar/register/WN_t71K0QxESDuvYLl9teGGYQ?utm_source=ESIP+Risk+Management+Mailing+List&utm_campaign=2eaf976019-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_21_04_23_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f653b3c566-2eaf976019-278064383
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001bXT03hRLCXh7QdZYcKBsKsFi4asIerr7JvT0ubH3NzbB5HDBA_LNWjgczQYglxNdrbaoQR22HP3sRh_VTkgmEG59UtlIRWIrIOSDLHfqi-Exr9ZUJaTgkBvJyPaPRSm6B0w08vHICOYEZaNqceRRng==&c=hg-fU6snfAZw17ZmGP7CDbI95PUTxsMzg5NiIwVpUVKpHlENWLzGNg==&ch=1dTuVmllSGfvC5OcVFD5CTu7SqNW-t61pQqg4XVZhQ06z1AZQgc3IQ==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001bXT03hRLCXh7QdZYcKBsKsFi4asIerr7JvT0ubH3NzbB5HDBA_LNWv2YprU8ZefEaJMiVe17wQ0bmsGwKs-5IVXZ7HJesATdOQY-jif0OUHCKazjYTbgFqZEY5MTeMfpFMLIKnz7M3TnmpLCQ6FO4lk-UZHZZXAMSxupkjmvP4UkgYH6nNJ7jloHQJ4PEuWxK3wALoBstnOhkclRF15_3anlVNMubrRz1lJMPXH_XeA=&c=hg-fU6snfAZw17ZmGP7CDbI95PUTxsMzg5NiIwVpUVKpHlENWLzGNg==&ch=1dTuVmllSGfvC5OcVFD5CTu7SqNW-t61pQqg4XVZhQ06z1AZQgc3IQ==
https://virtualclassroom.nvfc.org/products/leadership-for-the-fire-emergency-services
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001bXT03hRLCXh7QdZYcKBsKsFi4asIerr7JvT0ubH3NzbB5HDBA_LNWv2YprU8ZefE2KfW03YFyXWm1w5FP7HA9JovKSVWxFHWvCWz-3ul_UDOFhJVrqJm9i5tU_JGaTH6dzCUr0vn8PcJj4vOTco84gR86RInjUw0ydsqNJc0heGKMP6MNtxPW3WFOpLxNWYEePpKKmy0Uv4gpw0MDWV22i-L4aUtjbNedAsi912DMO8=&c=hg-fU6snfAZw17ZmGP7CDbI95PUTxsMzg5NiIwVpUVKpHlENWLzGNg==&ch=1dTuVmllSGfvC5OcVFD5CTu7SqNW-t61pQqg4XVZhQ06z1AZQgc3IQ==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001bXT03hRLCXh7QdZYcKBsKsFi4asIerr7JvT0ubH3NzbB5HDBA_LNWsafn7LqHjy3ea9n2Or44CwBcjwn4Ly_dQRjn7pRg6ulNjaI6YtqcJE_KDhjQJOXtb9LbV0uQAFPOoFc-LKqJClI7Qn0LQ6uizUg-UOY7Cpu&c=hg-fU6snfAZw17ZmGP7CDbI95PUTxsMzg5NiIwVpUVKpHlENWLzGNg==&ch=1dTuVmllSGfvC5OcVFD5CTu7SqNW-t61pQqg4XVZhQ06z1AZQgc3IQ==
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A pair of fire districts in the town of Irondequoit have consolidated in efforts to better serve the community.  After 
successfully serving their respective communities for nearly 200 years combined, the Ridge Culver Fire District and 
Laurelton Fire District have become the Irondequoit Fire District as of Monday, May 16, 2022.  This first-ever 
consolidation of its kind involving any municipalities in New York State. 
The Boards of Commissioners from the Ridge Culver and Laurelton fire districts officially voted to approve the resolution 
on May 5, 2022, thus creating the Irondequoit Fire District (IFD).  The consolidation will improve delivery of fire 
protection services, reduce the duplication of resources and provides a stable tax rate for property owners in the 
district.  IFD officially signed on after midnight on Monday, May 16, 2022 and officially celebrated its grand opening on 
Friday, May 20, 2022 at the Culver Station. 
“This is the first time that two municipalities in the state of New York have consolidated – it’s a huge step forward and 
we are leading the way to the future,” said Irondequoit Fire Chief Steve Sessler. “By becoming IFD, we are ensuring that 
our residents, businesses and visitors have the highest quality of fire service available.” 
As a result of the consolidation, the town or Irondequoit appoints the first-ever Board of Commissioners for 
the Irondequoit Fire District who are in their positions until the end of the year. Commissioners are volunteer positions 
and do not receive a salary or compensation. IFD Commissioners include Charles Ingersoll, IV, Mark Lipari, Richard T. 
Turner (Vice Chair), Timothy Warth (Chair), and Scott Zampatori. All have been previously elected or appointed. 
The IFD Commissioners – along with former Ridge Culver Commissioners Michael Napoli and Robert Woltz and former 
Laurelton Commissioners Richard Faro, Timothy Shone and Richard Zwaga – were all instrumental in the consolidation 
efforts and have a wealth of knowledge about fire district operation and administrative functions. 

 

Florida Fire Department To Begin Using Innovative Tele911 Program In June  

The Kissimmee Fire Department will begin integrating telemedicine and patient navigation into the Emergency Medical 
Services (EMS) system with the Tele911 program beginning Monday, June 6. The use of Tele911, Inc. by Kissimmee Fire 
Department is intended to reduce ambulance transports to the Emergency Room for residents who call 911 with non-
emergency medical issues. KFD is one of the first fire departments in Florida to use this service. Patients will be evaluated 
by KFD paramedics, who will determine if they are stable and can participate in a live telehealth visit. The Tele911 
emergency physician will then make an appropriate disposition and treatment plan that meets the patient's needs. The 
patient will also receive a next day follow-up with a physician. Patients who are not transported will also receive a follow-
up by a Tele911 social worker to provide them with linkage to primary care and social services. 

 

Federal Bill Would Let First Responders Buy Homes For $0 Down 

By Suzie Ziegler 
A bipartisan bill sponsored by Senators Marco Rubio (R-Florida) and Jon Ossoff (D-Georgia) aims to make homeownership 
more attainable for first responders and teachers. Rubio held a press conference during National Police Week to highlight 
the bill he first introduced in October 2021. 
“It's a law designed to help the people who help us,” Rubio told Fox News on Sunday. “They're struggling in many parts 
of this country to be able to afford to live in the cities that they're serving.”  
The HELPER Act (Homes for Every Local Protector, Educator and Responder) would provide a one-time, $0 down home 
loan option for civil servants, ABC 10 reported. First responders must have served at least four years to qualify for the 
program, according to Fox News. 
Police leaders celebrated the bill, saying it could attract more officers to expensive housing markets. Gus Papathanasiou, 
the chairman of the U.S. Capitol Police labor committee, said the bill could help alleviate the police recruiting crisis. 
“These are incredibly difficult times to recruit young men and women to law enforcement,” Papathanasiou told Fox 
News. “The HELPER Act gives us an important tool to help officers access the housing market and have their slice of the 
American dream, which is homeownership.” 

 

Celoron Fire Department To Partner With Chautauqua County EMS  

https://www.dailydispatch.com/DDR/index.aspx?st=NY&ddv=1&ddid=161110&typ=1&it=888962
https://www.dailydispatch.com/DDR/index.aspx?st=NY&ddv=1&ddid=161123&typ=1&it=889141
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The Celoron Fire Department is looking to partner with Chautauqua County to bill emergency medical services. The 
Chautauqua County Legislature will vote today on a resolution to authorize an agreement between the county 
Emergency Medical Services and the Celoron Fire District for advanced life support-basic life support prehospital Service. 
The resolution already has the backing of the Audit and Control and Public Safety committees. In February, the county 
authorized an agreement with the Falconer Fire Department. Emergency Services Director Noel Guttman said this 
agreement is the same. At that time, Guttman explained that the Emergency Management Services has a countywide 
Certificate Of Need authority to operate. 

 

C H A L L E N G E S :  

**New Standards Set Stage For Improved Gear Cleaning And Decontamination 

 Jeffrey O. & Grace G. Stull 
NFPA 1851, the standard that covers the selection, care and maintenance of firefighting protective clothing, was 
transformed in late 2019. Requirements for cleaning turnout gear were significantly revamped, with comprehensive 
changes affecting all aspects of gear cleaning and decontamination and the introduction of verification procedures for 
independent service providers, organizations and manufacturers that regularly clean gear. 
It has now been nearly two years since those requirements were put into place. An assessment of how the fire service 
has responded to the new standard is helpful in determining whether the industry is embracing the new practices and 
emphasizing clothing cleanliness. 

WHAT CHANGED IN NFPA 1851? 
The most important change to the 2020 Edition of NFPA 1851 was the establishment of a systematic approach to cleaning 
and decontamination (see “PPE advanced cleaning requirements in the new NFPA 1851,” Nov 11, 2019). This change 
involves incorporating several new practices, including: 

• Regarding entering structures (where SCBA is required) as exposure to products of combustion. 
• Considering products of combustion to be contamination, warranting advanced cleaning of gear. 
• Separately defining sanitization and disinfection. Sanitization applies to soft goods with porous materials like 

garments, hoods, gloves and some footwear, while disinfection applies to hard surfaces. Each process involves 
different expectations for killing or neutralizing biological contamination. 

• Differentiating between advanced cleaning and disinfection/sanitization, which kills or neutralizes pathogenic 
micro-organisms associated with blood, body fluids or other biological exposures (such as contact with 
contaminated flood water) but not the removal of soils associated with these exposures. Disinfection and 
sanitization must be followed up with advanced cleaning or be included as part of advanced cleaning. 

• Better defining specialized cleaning by addressing unique contamination hazards and identifying recommended 
procedures for some unique contaminants that the fire service often encounters (e.g., asbestos, opioid drug 
residues, bed bugs). 

Some of the information most useful to the fire service comes in the vastly expanded guidance that is included in the 
annex. This includes recommendations on specific cleaning procedures for helmets, gloves and footwear, which can be 
particularly difficult to clean. There are also details on how to select an appropriate washing machine, set the correct 
load size, and apply a default set of advanced cleaning and sanitization procedures for garments. This guidance further 
provides advice on how to determine if advanced or specialized cleaning of gear is possible for difficult contamination. 
Overall, the comprehensive annex advises the fire service on better approaches for cleaning and decontamination. 
Feedback from the fire service on how these new requirements and practices are being put into place is generally 
positive, although some departments still struggle with finding the necessary resources to frequently clean their gear, 
especially the more problematic items such as helmets, gloves and footwear. 

PRELIMINARY EXPOSURE REDUCTION 
Another significant addition to NFPA 1851 is the establishment of “preliminary exposure reduction” as a mandatory on-
scene practice to start the cleaning process. It should be performed before advanced cleaning and nearly every type of 
decontamination. It’s helpful that some of these practices evolved from the analogous “gross decon,” which has been a 
mainstay of hazmat operations. In fact, preliminary exposure reduction has been gaining acceptance among many fire 
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departments in recent years. A 2020 Fire Protection Research Foundation survey found that 80% of the 350-plus 
respondents indicated that their department had implemented some form of preliminary exposure reduction. NFPA 1851 
helps standardize some of these practices by setting minimum requirements for dry or wet mitigation techniques. But 
more importantly, it points out the different options, values and limitations of these procedures. 
As with advanced cleaning and decontamination, guidance in the annex of NFPA 1851 frames these procedures and 
describes the needed resources and considerations for their implementation as part of the department’s standard 
operating procedures for emergency scene operations (similar changes were made in NFPA 1584). These procedures are 
valuable because they remove surface contamination, which in turn lowers the chance of cross-contamination and makes 
for safer gear. However, that can mean garments have to come out of service more often, which increases the need for 
spare gear. The annex also includes considerations for applying these techniques in cold temperatures and other 
situations. 
Overall, with supporting research, studies have shown high removal rates for wet-based techniques when fully 
implemented. Preliminary exposure reduction is becoming a key part of the PPE care philosophy for the fire service. Its 
fuller use is expected to yield reduced secondary contamination exposures for firefighters and, ideally, eventually lead 
to reduced rates of long-term health problems in the fire service. 

A NEW BAR FOR QUALIFIED CLEANING 
One of the last major changes in NFPA 1851 is the addition of cleaning verification. Before the 2020 edition of NFPA 
1851, independent service providers (ISPs), which clean, inspect and repair gear, were required to be verified. 
Verification was akin to gear being certified – an outside certification organization assures that the service provider (or 
manufacturer) meets all the applicable requirements of the standard. While the efficacy of service provider gear repairs 
were evaluated and audited, there were no analogous criteria for cleaning. This meant that there was no way to ascertain 
that cleaning was indeed effective. 
In the new edition of NFPA 1851, specific criteria and procedures developed by the Fire Protection Research Foundation, 
under a FEMA Assistance to Firefighters Grants Program for research, were incorporated into the standard. These 
procedures include “doping” garment outer shell material samples with chemical and biological contaminants, placing 
these samples into surrogate clothing, subjecting the clothing and samples to the cleaning or sanitization process at the 
respective service provider facility, and then evaluating the contaminated swatches for levels of remaining 
contamination. By comparing levels before and after cleaning, the percentage of removal is determined for each applied 
chemical or biological substance as shown in the figure below. 
These procedures were specifically targeted to ISPs, gear manufacturers that offer cleaning, and departments that 
wanted to be qualified. The category of “verified cleaner” was also established for organizations verified in advanced 
cleaning and sanitization only. Since the standard came out in late 2019, there are now a total of 60 organizations that 
have been verified in NFPA 1851’s new cleaning and sanitization requirements. These service providers are located 
throughout the United States and Canada. 
Specific ISPs can be identified through the listing of the two certification organizations that carry out the 
verifications: Intertek Testing Services (ITS) and Underwriters Laboratories (UL). For the latter, you’ll be directed to 
the Prospector site. If you haven’t already signed up, follow the instructions set up an account. After logging in, search 
for “NFPA 1851.” A dashboard will list the individual companies that are verified ISPs and cleaning organizations. By 
clicking on the name of the ISP or organization, more information on the verification, including the address, will 
appear.This reaction to the NFPA 1851 requirements is significant in several respects: 

• Before the 2020 edition, there were 85 verified independent service providers (evaluated for repair procedures 
only). Nearly 75% of the ISPs have stepped up to the new requirements. 

• Even though the requirements were set at moderate levels of contaminant removal (50% on the average for the 
different target chemicals contaminants), some ISPs ended up having to modify or improve their procedures to 
attain these levels. 

• Verified cleaning and sanitization procedures established at several different ISPs have been shared with fire 
departments through training programs offered by ISPs to promote effective cleaning at the department or 
station level. This helps to extend viable cleaning expertise to the fire service without placing an undue burden 
on fire departments for the costs of cleaning verification. 

FUTURE EXPECTATIONS 
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While significant progress has been made, these efforts are not complete. Further work by the Fire Protection Research 
Foundation is underway, and it is expected to yield additional understanding and improvements in both cleaning and 
decontamination approaches that will be made available to the fire service through future changes to NFPA 1851. The 
hope is that eventually these practices will be the norm in the fire service, and the threat of secondary exposure from 
contaminated gear will greatly diminish. 

 

USFA: Responding to Lithium-Ion Battery Fires in Mobility Devices 

When people store and charge their mobility devices inside their homes, garages or businesses, there is the potential for 
battery fires to lead to structure fires. Just one example is a recent apartment fire in New York City that resulted in 
injuries to 12 citizens and a Fire Department of the City of New York (FDNY) firefighter. 
Motivated by the surge of fires started by batteries in mobility devices, the FDNY has created best practice tips for 
firefighters confronted by these fires, including: 
E-bikes and e-scooters fires/emergencies.This tip sheet provides tactical considerations for all aspects of response to 
these incidents, including personal protective equipment, hazardous materials response, safety procedures to protect 
from thermal runaway, and more. 
Revel e-bike battery transport vans.This tip sheet provides information on the vehicles that transport discharged lithium-
ion batteries from rented mobility devices within the city. These vans contain as many as 60 batteries in a small, confined 
space, presenting significant hazards and extinguishment challenges. 
Lithium-ion battery mobility device fires.This tip sheet covers some of the same tactical considerations of the previous 
tip sheets, but also covers scene preservation prior to arrival of fire marshals and what to do after the fire has been 
knocked down. 
The FDNY has also produced a safety video to educate the public on how to charge, store and use lithium-ion batteries 
safely. 

GRANT WRITING ADVICE 

10 Simple Steps For A Successful Grant Application 

 Jason Caughey 
Fact: Most volunteer fire departments struggle to make ends meet financially. Even with the donations, spaghetti 
dinners, pancake breakfasts and bingo nights, most volunteer departments operate on a shoestring budget. In many 
cases, organizations will gladly accept hand-me-downs from larger, better funded organizations. The pure fortitude and 
perseverance of many volunteer organizations reflects greatly on their commitment to serve their community. 
With budgets tight and the cost of operating even the smallest department on the rise, the need for financial assistance 
from grants and alternative funding sources is only growing more critical. 
Fortunately, there are many sources of grants for fire departments. Your state training or fire marshal’s office is a great 
source to check with if you are uncertain about the available grants in your region. 
On a national level, the FEMA Assistance to Firefighters Grant program continues to make a huge impact on America’s 
fire service. As of Sept. 21, 2021, FEMA has made 2,200 awards totaling $710 million, inclusive of Staffing for Adequate 
Fire and Emergency Response (SAFER) and Fire Prevention and Safety (FP&S) grants – programs that have had a huge 
impact on leveling up the safety of our nation’s firefighters. 
So why then, with this investment and impact, are the application numbers decreasing? 
There are many reasons that fire departments might not apply for grants – no time, past rejection and too much work, 
to name a few common arguments. And while, yes, the process can be involved, grants are a critical funding source, so I 
urge you to not give up. Sometimes you just need some guidance to help you on the way. With that in mind, following 
are some simple steps to streamline your application process. 

STEP BY STEP: PREPARING TO WRITE A GRANT 
Here’s where to begin in the grant-writing process: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1b-xxxtdaTuj-OytNiOJ2bJ366iy3Od7_/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Qa3B9BDlaeSqf6x7GcQtGG6fCGkoFmgy/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Qxo7u9Z5cI1tNC5BzFwt9QOik78mEQHN/view
https://www.fdnysmart.org/be-fdnysmart-when-using-any-devices-powered-by-lithium-ion-batteries/
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1. Start now: Don’t wait until you see the grant announcement. Start compiling your information now. This isn’t as 
daunting as it sounds. I find myself using many of the same grant data and narratives from year to year and 
updating as needed. Whether you’re working off a previous application or starting fresh, an early start gives you 
time to get multiple reviews of your application prior to its due date. 

2. Develop a needs assessment: Conduct a basic needs assessment. A needs assessment can be as simple as your 
officers, members or boards identifying critical safety needs that are impacting the efficiency and safety of your 
operations. The critical point during the needs assessment is to clearly define a need, not a want. We too often 
get distracted by the newest shining tool that we want but may not need. For most grant applications, your needs 
should directly impact the safety of your firefighter and/or your community. 

3. Compile the numbers: For almost every grant application, you will need supporting data like call volume by call 
type. If you are filing National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS) reports, your state fire marshal can help 
you collect your numbers. If you are not reporting to NFIRS, this is your opportunity to start. Prepare to have 
three years of budget information. Your budget, no matter how big or small, needs to be clearly defined. Saying 
that you only have a $50,000 budget is not enough data. Break the budget into expense categories so your 
application clearly states your financial need. Finally, community demographics are important in explaining your 
needs. Your county or state officials can help you gather data about population, area economics and household 
average income. In addition, your state tourism department can share the number of annual visitors, and your 
state highway department can provide data to support railroad or interstate highway activity. Note: There are 
four more numbers you must have for most grants – NIFRS number, Employer Identification Number (EIN), 
System for Award Management (SAM) number, and a Unique Entity ID (previously a DUNS number). 

4. Identify national standards: You now need to identify any national standards that your project will address. 
Whether an NFPA, ISO or OSHA standard, highlighting how the grant will help you meet these standards adds 
strength to your application. 

5. Get bids: For most grants, you will need bids for the total cost of the grant. When collecting your bids, don’t 
forget to include training for the new equipment or training. For example, if you are applying for a vehicle grant, 
you should include driver/operator training in your application. 

6. Start writing and get it reviewed: Writing is not easy for most of us. In fact, it can be very intimidating to have 
to write 1,500 to 5,000 words to describe your department’s needs. My recommendation comes in two 
variations. My first recommendation is just start writing. Your emotions will start to flow through your fingers, 
and you’ll find yourself with a compelling grant for a true department need. Once you have a draft written, get 
it reviewed. Your local school English teacher is a great place to start. Also, there might be local business owners 
who can review your grant for you. Bottom line: Don’t assume it’s fine as is; seek out others’ help. My second 
recommendation is hire a grant writer. Many grants provide funding to hire a grant writer. I will warn you that 
there are pros and cons to grant writers. Be sure to research the grant writer before you contract with them. 
Also, because most fire grants are awarded by your peers, you can lose some emotional connection to the 
reviewer by hiring a grant writer to handle the application. Make sure the final product expresses your need and 
the pain points experienced that make the grant award essential for your department. 

7. Be ready: Many grants open each year at the same time. Be ready, as there can be quick deadlines. And do not 
wait until the last day to submit! 

8. Cut and paste: For every grant that you complete, save the data and your narrative needs statements. Why 
reinvent the wheel each time when you can cut and paste from grant to grant? This approach allows you to 
streamline the application process and build a better application year to year as find new or different ways to 
present the information. 

9. Stay positive: Many grant programs can be a long, drawn-out process. Keep a positive attitude, and if you don’t 
get an award the first time, keep trying. The more grants you write, the greater chance you have of receiving an 
award. Bottom line: Don’t get discouraged; keep the faith. 

10. Keep records: Finally, it is vital to follow a clean, simple record-keeping system for awarded grants. Make sure 
you have both an electronic and hard copy of all applications, bids and data that you used in the grant application. 
I suggest a three-ring binder to keep all hard copies of receipts, canceled checks and bids. In addition, keep a 
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copy of the original grant along with the award letter. Solid record-keeping will help with applying for additional 
grants in the future and for defending how you spent any awarded money. 

KEEP PUSHING 
Grants are a financial lifeline for so many in the fire service. But for many organizations, applying for grants can be a 
daunting or frustrating event, leading leaders to throw in the towel before even beginning the process. Don’t be 
discouraged. Follow the above 10-step process to improve your grant applications. And if it doesn’t work out this round, 
keep applying and improving you grant application each year. You will eventually receive that exciting email or phone 
call announcing your successful grant award. 

HEALTH – SAFETY & LODDS – PUTTING EVERYONE ON NOTICE! 

IN 2022 WE HAVE SADLY EXPERIENCED 47 FIRE FIGHTER LODD’S 

In 2021 we experienced 136 LODDs reported nationally.! 
Those who died in the line of duty in NYS were, Peyton Morse, Jared Lloyd, Judy Spencer and Vincent Malveaux. 

 

Roadway Safety: 3 Keys For Directing Traffic And Protecting First Responders 

 Vincent Bettinazzi 
Pass this on to your fire police. 
Roadway incidents are one of the inherently risky scenes where we as fire and EMS personnel operate. As I previously 
wrote in “The blocking apparatus: A department’s close call prompts a change in policy,” I experienced a frightening 
incident that prompted my organization to make changes to how we respond to certain incidents. 
While we can’t predict the behavior of every motorist that travels through our active incident scenes, there are 
preventative measures we can do as first responders to reduce our risks. As such, let’s expand upon our discussion of 
blocking apparatus to consider more broadly how we can direct traffic away from incident scenes, better protecting our 
fellow first responders and the members of our communities. 

USE APPARATUS TO DIRECT DRIVERS 
First things first, be intentional about where you position your fire apparatus on accident scenes. Apparatus positioning 
can help limit the options for the motorists navigating through the incident scene, thereby giving first responders more 
control of the traffic flow. 
Our fire apparatus are not only key in protecting the incident scene, but they also serve as great directional tools for 
diverting oncoming traffic where it’s not possible to close the entire roadway. Position the apparatus at a 45-degree 
angle to provide the best scene protection while guiding the on-coming traffic away from the scene. This positioning 
gives approaching motorists subtle guidance as to merging away from the lane, and provides an extra layer of protection 
for our members in the event the apparatus is struck, as it will deflect both the striking vehicle and our apparatus away 
from the accident’s working zone. 
Another tip: Avoid giving the motorist a 50-50 decision for scene navigation. Even if there’s room for traffic to go around 
the scene on both sides, it’s best to limit their path to one side. By placing our apparatus in a posture that completely 
protects one side of the scene, we limit the hazards to a single side of the incident, better controlling the scene and 
protecting our personnel. 

EMPLOY TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES 
Traffic control devices, especially traffic cones, are powerful aids in directing traffic on emergency scenes, directing 
motorists how to safely proceed around the incident scene. I recommend at least five or six cones at a minimum to help 
direct traffic. Note: Many police departments carry traffic cones in their cruisers in the event that your fire apparatus 
does not have any available or needs more. 
Traffic cones can be positioned several hundred feet downstream from the incident scene. This gives motorists both 
forward warning, and plenty of opportunity to switch lanes or merge away from the scene prior to reaching the 

https://www.firerescue1.com/vehicle-safety/articles/the-blocking-apparatus-a-departments-close-call-prompts-a-change-in-policy-dvaYaxbAdrboXB6N/
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positioned fire apparatus. Road flares or lights can be placed in addition to the traffic cones during night operations to 
increase visibility for the drivers. 
Portable speed bumps are also great at reducing vehicle speeds. Place these in the lanes of travel for the motorists 
passing the accident scene to help manage and slow their speed. These devices are worth their money and enable you 
to manage your incident scene traffic needs without committing multiple blocking apparatus. 

GET IN AND GET OUT 
My final piece of advice for limiting vehicle traffic though an incident scene is to simply clear the scene as soon as 
possible. Sounds easy, right? It’s a simple idea but not always simple in practice, as there are a variety of factors that can 
require our personnel to work on scene for extended periods of time – vehicle extrications, vehicle fires and multiple 
vehicle accidents, to name a few. 
If there are no injuries or hazards and the vehicles can be moved to a safe location (e.g., a nearby parking lot), then take 
that initiative. I have seen companies sit on scenes for far too long, which only exposes the working personnel to 
unnecessary risk. So, get-in, set-up and get-out when you are finished. 
Consider these tips for how to work most efficiently on the scene and get out quickly without compromising patient care 
or safety: 

• Take an appropriate apparatus positioning for blocking and scene control; 
• Determine the number of vehicles involved and whether there are hazards, including fuel leaks and debris; 
• Quickly triage and obtain a patient count; 
• Coordinate with law enforcement for scene control; 
• Remove the involved vehicles from the roadway if applicable; and 
• Assist the tow and recovery personnel with debris clean-up. 

LOWER THE RISK 
Roadway incidents are responsible for too many line-of-duty deaths and injuries per year in the fire service. Remember 
to reduce the risk as much as possible, and redirect drivers as best as you can effectively manage. 

 

You Just Never Know! 
• Garrett Kentucky Area Volunteer Fire Department member Phillip Caudill was working on traffic control when 

he suffered an apparent heart attack 

• 64 year old Cromwell Indiana firefighter died after experiencing at heart attack while responding to a patient in 
cardiac arrest. 

 

FIRST RESPONDER UKRAIN RELIEF ACTIVITIES     
 

A Ukrainian teacher Anya Zaderej, who resides in Ballston Lake, Saratoga County has immediate family in Ukraine. 
She is looking for medical supplies, it can be outdated or nearing the end of it's’ lifespan. Anya has the ability and 
contacts thru her church to ship this material to Poland, then across the border to Ukranian civilians. 
Contact information for Anya Zadarej 
Her email is anyazaderej@gmail.com 
Phone (413)329-7943 
A list of the needed supplies is on the back page! 

 

HUMAN RESOURCE ISSUES 

Discipline For Those Who Discipline 

 Joanne Rund 

 

mailto:anyazaderej@gmail.com
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The position of chief or chief officer of a department – career or volunteer – is a role model by nature and sets the tone 
for the department they command. 
When we promote our officers, we have confidence in their potential for future leadership and vision to the department. 
These positions come with huge responsibility and rules of engagement that typically include high standards for 
interaction, approach and behavior. 
Subordinates observe their chief officers’ behaviors and attitudes to gauge what is permissible in departmental behavior 
expectations. Simply put, you learn the rules from those above you. You acquire knowledge from superior ranks with the 
hopes that it will reflect the temperament of the department and teach you what is expected. So what happens when 
those subordinates know their chief officers are not following the rules? If we do not discipline our upper-level 
command staff, we set a precedent for conduct misaligned with departmental standards. “Do as I say not as I do” is not 
an acceptable behavior in chief officers. 

CONSISTENCY IS KEY 
The most important key to promoting appropriate behavior and conduct in a department is maintaining consistent 
discipline throughout the ranks – and this includes command staff. The discipline does not necessarily mean that you 
apply punishment as your approach when the goal is a change in behavior. There are many ways to accomplish that 
without punishment. The key is consistency of application. 
There may be times when the chief of a department must address upper management personnel who do not follow the 
rules or meet expectations. The one area of our positions as chief officers or managers that most of us dread is imposing 
the necessary discipline to our personnel who disobey the rules or simply do not follow through with the direction given. 
This is often referred to as “the uncomfortable conversation.” 
Higher-level command officers should have a complete understanding of the department’s expectations. However, 
newly appointed officers to a position of authority may have a learning curve. Training and mentoring these officers prior 
to promotion is an important cog in the wheel to success. 
If both measures have been successfully implemented and you still have command staff that is not following the rules or 
are insubordinate, you must take action, and those difficult conversations should be straightforward. Most importantly, 
superiors must ensure that their expectations are clear, concise and achievable. 
Further, the conversation needs to include: 

• A review of expectations as a command-level officer; 
• An explanation of how their actions are unacceptable; and 
• A discussion on why they chose the actions they took. 

Bottom line: As leaders, we must reiterate that we lead by example. 
When at all possible, look for a win-win conclusion and find a positive outcome to the disciplinary action. We can look at 
these difficult conversations as learning experiences for both parties. However, we must ensure clear direction moving 
forward. If we do not apply the same rules to our command staff, the perception of subordinates will be that the rules 
are not the same. 

SET THE STANDARD 
In the end, it is important that command staff, chief officers and the chief all set the standard for the department and 
rules are applied the same at all ranks. 

BUILDING & FIRE CODE ISSUES – WHY ARE THEY IMPORTANT TO YOU? 

Home builders and relators already “drive” legislation with a history of disregard for life safety and a disgusting 
misinformation campaign about the cost of residential fire sprinklers, deaths are an awfully expensive price to pay to 

save money.  Stop the carnage, install residential sprinklers. 

Man Arrested In Connection With Calif. Home Depot Fire 

 Maggie Angst & Robert Salonga 
A follow up to a massive big box fire. 
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SAN JOSE, Calif. — A man has been arrested and charged with igniting a massive blaze that destroyed a Home 
Depot earlier this month in South San Jose, authorities said, as newly released records show that the store was recently 
cited by fire inspectors for failing to show proof its fire alarm and sprinkler systems were up to speed. 
Details on the person who was arrested, including his identity and motive for setting the store ablaze, were not 
immediately released. 
The Santa Clara County District Attorney’s Office has announced a Tuesday morning news conference with San 
Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo, the city’s fire and police departments and the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 
and Explosives to discuss the arrest and other details of the fire investigation. 
Multiple law-enforcement sources told this news organization that the arrest occurred over the weekend, meaning that 
the person detained could be arraigned in court as soon as Tuesday afternoon. 
Authorities believe the man arrested ignited the five-alarm fire that broke out on April 9 in the lumber section of the 
Home Depot at 920 Blossom Hill Road. No one died in the fire — which was so intense at its peak that its heat signature 
was detected in space by orbiting weather satellites — though the residual effects left neighborhood residents fending 
off noxious smoke for at least two days after. 
Meanwhile, inspection records reveal that San Jose fire officials registered concerns about the 98,000-square-foot 
building’s fire alarm and sprinkler systems more than a year before the fire. Customers and employees who were at the 
Home Depot when the fire broke out questioned why the store’s fire alarms reportedly did not sound until nearly 
everyone was outside of the building, and whether the store’s sprinklers ever activated. 
Records obtained by this news organization show that during a Dec. 14, 2020 inspection, San Jose’s Bureau of Fire 
Prevention found violations at the Home Depot site based on managers’ failure to provide proof they were conducting 
annual inspections of its fire-alarm system and that they similarly failed to show documentation that its sprinkler 
system had been serviced or inspected within the past five years. 
It was not immediately clear Monday whether the violations were remedied before April 9. 
The city’s fire code states that facilities like the Home Depot should be inspected annually to ensure that sprinkler 
systems, water pipes and other fire protection systems are up to date. 
A subsequent hazmat inspection on Oct. 5, 2021 — the last time the site was examined by safety officials — uncovered 
a separate violation regarding an inadequate amount of workspace for electrical service equipment. That violation was 
remedied less than a month later, the inspection report indicates. 
Dispatchers were alerted to the blaze at about 5:30 p.m. on April 9, when they received numerous calls from employees 
and patrons about a commercial structure fire, according to fire officials. The Home Depot store, housed in a shopping 
center across from Westfield Oakridge Mall, went up in flames within minutes, sending customers and employees fleeing 
for their lives. 
More than 100 firefighters responded to the scene and the neighborhood behind the store in an attempt to prevent any 
damage to nearby homes and businesses. 
The intense heat that the flames put off — created by a mixture of lumber, chemicals and paint products inside — formed 
a massive plume of black and gray smoke and was so strong that it was detected by orbiting satellites. It took firefighters 
six hours to get the blaze under control. 
Monday’s arrest news came more than a week after investigators began working to determine the cause of the fire. 
Agents with the ATF arrived at the scene on April 13 to assist with the investigation. 
This is not the first fire sparked by an arsonist at a Home Depot. In June 2017, an arsonist in Canada was sentenced to 
five years in jail for allegedly using a lighter to spark a fire in the paint section of a Home Depot store. 
In March 2018, a 50-year-old man was arrested on suspicion of setting a fire inside a Home Depot store in Mesa, Arizona. 
And just two years ago, a Home Depot employee in Ohio was indicted on a felony charge for allegedly purposefully 
setting the store he worked at on fire, according to reports. 
Although some of the Home Depot in these cases suffered extensive fire and water damage, it does not appear that any 
of them were leveled in the way that the San Jose store was. 

 

St. Louis Firefighters Evaluate Vacant Buildings 

 Janelle O’Dea 
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Vacant buildings are a scourge of the fire service, keep your members safe! 
A fire captain and three firefighters walked through knee-high grass and up to the front door of a vacant two-story house 
in the West End neighborhood. The captain bellowed, “FIRE DEPARTMENT!” and knocked. 
Nobody answered. The three privates peered in windows, searching for any sign of life. 
“We want to be respectful,” said Capt. Greg Redmond, 56. “And not get shot at.” 
The city fire department is embarking on a door-to-door structural assessment of vacant buildings citywide in hopes it 
can identify those at risk of collapse, stop firefighters from going inside and prevent deaths. It’s an effort St. Louis fire 
Chief Dennis Jenkerson called long past due. 
So far, St. Louis firefighters have visited nearly 4,000 of more than 10,000 vacant city buildings since January, after 
firefighter Ben Polson, 33, died in a fire in a vacant house in the Wells-Goodfellow neighborhood. 
Redmond’s visit to the two-story in the 6000 block of Maple Avenue, north of Delmar Boulevard, came one day last week, 
in unseasonably warm weather. 
Private Zechariah Potts, 37, noted that the house had no appliances and appeared truly vacant. He logged the 
information on a form on a department mobile phone and sent it to a server at headquarters. 
The crew was loosely guided by a list of vacant buildings provided by the city and didn’t stop at houses that were clearly 
occupied or had manicured lawns. But they did visit buildings that weren’t on the list, like a three-story brick house on 
Maple. 
Redmond surveyed the building’s roof and grew leery. He could see water damage on the front of the porch overhang 
and pointed out the half-finished roof renovation project. Someone was here, at some time, trying to improve the 
building, he said. Two neighbors said a man they know is still working on it. 
Roofing repair equipment was left on the roof, but the captain pointed out that it was only roof decking, which does not 
shed water like a fully constructed roof does. This means the floors, and other integral parts in keeping the structure 
standing upright, were likely rotted. 
Teaching firefighters to look for those types of dangers is the real value in the vacant building survey, the captain said. 
Indicators of a faulty structure are difficult to spot during a fire, particularly at night. Any prior knowledge of trouble can 
be key. 
Two privates used a ladder to look through a second-story window, and confirmed the floor was warped by water 
damage. The privates stowed the ladder, rounded the rear corner of the house, and found a surprise: The entire back 
wall was crumbled. 
“This is why the 360 is important,” said Private Gavin Alfred, 32. 
The software used by the department is a mapping product by Interra, a company that specializes in data visualization 
for fire department use. When the survey is done and the connection to dispatch is made, firefighters will receive three 
different levels of notification if an address matches: 

* A red X says do not enter the structure unless people are inside. 
* A red slash means proceed with extreme caution. 
* A house colored entirely red means it was safe to enter when last surveyed by the department. 

Once the survey is done, and all connections are made, the truck’s computers, as well as department-issued phones, will 
provide information on vacant buildings to firefighters during calls. 
Redmond cautioned that the database has limitations: Some locations will not match addresses in the database, and 
firefighters won’t have time to check while suiting up and heading out. 
The database should help, though, and Potts was glad to be out doing the work, even in 90-degree heat. It could prevent 
another firefighter death. 
“I’m glad we are doing something about that incident so we can prevent it from happening again,” Potts said. “I wish we 
had the knowledge on that building, that day.” 

WEEKLY FIRE FATALITY DATA AS REPORTED BY THE MEDIA 

 

Fire Deaths in 1&2 Family Dwellings in NYS 41+0=41 

Latest fire death, Fenner, Madison Co. Male 86, Female 82 

Fire Deaths in any type of Dwelling in NYS 75+0=75 
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Fire Deaths in 1&2 Family Dwellings Nationally 669+16=685 

Top Three State with the most 1&2 Family Deaths 1 PA - 57 

 2 TX - 53 

 3 OH - 46 

There has been a total of 1091 civilian home fire fatalities in 2022 
There were a total of 2248 residential fire fatalities reported in 2021 in the US media. 

Both the states of Maryland and California require sprinklers in residential dwellings 

In 2021 in New York State 68 residents perished in fires in 1 & 2 family occupancies. 

FIRE DISTRICT FINANCES 

STATE ARCHIVES LGS-1 FOR FIRE DISTRICTS – RETENTION POLICY 

LGS-1 Records Common in Fire Districts (updated 2022) 

• The LGS-1 Retention and Disposition Schedule must be adopted prior to records disposition. In addition, prior to 
disposition, staff should consult the appropriate LGS-1 Schedule item cited to read full descriptions and review 
details on notes where indicated.  

• Review the LGS-1 Schedule to find records not listed on this document.  

• The LGS-1 introduction includes instructions, exceptions to the schedule, a sample resolution for adopting, 
Archives and other agency contact details. 

• LGS-1 HTML and PDF formats: http://www.archives.nysed.gov/records/local-government-record-schedule/lgs-
1-title-page  

• Contact maria.mccashion@nysed.gov 518-486-4823 or recmgmt@nysed.gov for assistance. 
DOWNLOAD THE DOCUMENT HERE: 
https://afdca.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/LGS-1-excerpt-for-Fire-Districts_organized-by-section-headings.docx 

 

2022 Governmental Accounting Class Schedule 
Register for Accounting Schools Now Here! 
https://www.osc.state.ny.us/local-government/academy/osc-government-accounting-schools 
Cost: $85 for local officials and government employees; $170 for all others. 
Introduction to Governmental Accounting (Basic Accounting School) - This multi-day school is designed to familiarize 
participants with the basic concepts of governmental accounting and give them a working knowledge of basic 
bookkeeping procedures such as understanding debits and credits, a discussion of the modified accrual system of 
accounting, the practice of maintaining the books and records, developing and accounting for the annual budget, as well 
as the year-end closing process. This school is for those individuals who possess some accounting experience, but are 
newcomers to governmental accounting in New York. It will benefit Chief Executive Officers, Chief Fiscal Officers, 
Comptrollers, Treasurers, Clerks, and Accounting Personnel. 
Available Dates: 

May  24-26,2022 Online 
September 28-30,2022 Online 
October 25-27,2022 Online 

Accounting Principles and Procedures (Advanced Accounting School) - This multi-day school is designed to familiarize 
participants with accounting and financial reporting requirements for local governments in New York. The course 
provides guidance on certain operational issues, such as cash management, purchasing, processing claims for payment, 
accounting for capital projects and utilizing reserve funds. This school is a good follow-up to our Introduction course, 
although attending the Introduction is not a prerequisite. It will benefit Chief Executive Officers, Chief Fiscal Officers, 
Comptrollers, Treasurers, Clerks, Accounting Personnel, Board Members and Department Heads.  
Available Dates: 

June  15-16, 2022 Online 
October 12-13, 2022 Online 

http://www.archives.nysed.gov/records/local-government-record-schedule/lgs-1-title-page
http://www.archives.nysed.gov/records/local-government-record-schedule/lgs-1-title-page
mailto:maria.mccashion@nysed.gov
mailto:recmgmt@nysed.gov
https://afdca.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/LGS-1-excerpt-for-Fire-Districts_organized-by-section-headings.docx
https://www.osc.state.ny.us/local-government/academy/osc-government-accounting-schools
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KNOW WHAT YOU ARE PURCHASING 

Developments in Fire Hose, from Small to Large Diameter 

 Alan M. Petrillo 

Dan Corner, vice president of sales and marketing for Snap-tite Hose, says that Snap-tite is unifying a number of brands 
under the Snap-tite name, including the CONQUEST, Gladiator, HFX, UTX, TPX, and Endura names of hoses, and that 
SnapTite is discontinuing the Ponn and National brand names. “We are in the fire hose and lay flat hose business,” 
Corner points out, “and look at methods and technology that fit our various hoselines to produce the best products for 
our customers.” John Burkhart, Snap-tite’s director of portfolio development, notes that Snap-tite’s Gladiator family of 
hoselines is designed to make the hose more kink resistant, in an effort to address the lower nozzle pressures that fire 
departments are using for attack lines. “Gladiator hoses are much more kink resistant at lower pressures, with our 
Gladiator FGN available with a 1.77- inch and 2½-inch waterway; our classic Gladiator with an enhanced 1.88-inch 
waterway; and FIRE MASTER in 1¾-inch, 2-inch, and 2½-inch sizes,” Burkhart says. “Our Gladiator FIRE MASTER in 1¾-
inch size is a high-temperature hose designed to last 15 minutes of flame impingement and is kink resistant.” Burkhart 
adds that Snap-tite also makes TPX, a three-layer rubber hose in diameters from 1½-inch through 8-inch; HFX nitrile 
rubber, triple-ply through the-weave hose from 1½-inch through 6-inch sizes; and UTX, a thin-walled polyurethane 
through-the-weave LDH in 4-inch and 5-inch diameters. Snap-tite also makes Conquest LDH, a through the-weave 
polyester outer jacket and polyurethane inner hose in sizes from 1¾-inch through 6-inch, and upgraded LD, a nitrile 
through-the-weave rubber hose that’s very thin and often used in bumper trash lines and high-rise pack hoselines.  

Mark Lighthill, vice president of national sales for KFH Industries Company, maker of Key Hose, points out that fire 
department consensus points to the belief that fire travel and behavior are changing the delivery of water through hoses 
and nozzles. “The United States fire service wants to get the most efficient use out of hoselines and realizes that one 
hose doesn’t fit all situations,” Lighthill observes. Lighthill notes that Key Hose’s Combat Sniper attack line is built for use 
with low-pressure, high-volume nozzles and reduces hose whip and optimizes friction loss. “We’ve targeted flow ranges 
of 145 to 175 gallons per minute (gpm),” he says, “and deliver premium kink resistance through a hose treated with Key-
Lok polyurethane-based, polymer impregnation for enhanced color and added abrasion resistance.” He says that Key 
Hose also offers a double-jacketed polyester hoseline with a polyurethane liner or a nylon jacketed hose with the same 
inner liner. Lighthill adds that Key Hose makes TRU-ID ergonomic, high-quality, double-jacketed hose with a true internal 
diameter of 1¾-, 2¼-, and 2½ -inch. “TRU-ID hose lowers the overall hose weight by eliminating additional water in 
oversized attack lines,” he says, “thus reducing firefighter fatigue and kink resistance because the hose is designed for 
use with low-pressure, high-volume nozzles.” Key Hose also makes PRO-FLOW, a heavy-duty LDH 6-inch hose that’s 
lightweight and heat and chemical resistant, with a service pressure of 225 pounds per square inch (psi). PROFLOW is a 
nitrile rubber/PVC through the-weave hose with a thin rubber outer cover and is available in 3-, 4-, 5-, and 6-inch 
diameters. Key Hose’s HY-FLOW double-jacket polyester and nitrile rubber LDH is made in 4- and 5-inch diameters.  

Toby Mathews, president of MaTex Hose, says his company focuses on creating hose systems that afford individual fire 
departments the best use of hoses with low-pressure, high-volume nozzles. “The hose has to resist kinking, so we make 
three models of attack hoselines,” Mathews says. “Our top line attack hose is COBRA Combat, a four-ply hose that has 
great kink resistance and anti-whipping. It offers reduced friction loss, superior heat resistance, and proprietary puncture 
resistance.” 

Jamie Emblem, U.S. northeast region sales manager for Mercedes Textiles Ltd., points out that Mercedes Textiles set a 
new standard last year with its KRAKENEXO® line of attack hoses in 1½-inch through 3-inch sizes. “The KRAKEN line is 
lightweight, UL (Underwriters Laboratories) listed hose with a patented Mertex® lining technology that fuses the liner 
directly onto the textile in a single unit,” Emblem says. “It allows for a smoother waterway, less friction loss, greater hose 
flex, and excellent heat resistance and is used in all of our hoses.” At FDIC 2022, Mercedes Textiles launched the 
KRAKENEXO Super II, a 2-inch attack hose that delivers 2½-inch water flows, Emblem says. “Its 2.125- inch inside diameter 
allows it to have the higher flow but with less weight than a typical 2½-inch hoseline, which is 35 percent less water 
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weight than usual. It offers high kink resistance and low friction loss and can deliver between 210 and 275 gpm with a 
1½-inch coupling.” Mercedes Textiles also offers several other hoseline models, including the MEGAFLO® BREATHER, 
designed for fast deployment and easy recovery; AQUAFLOW-PLUS®, where durability and light weight are important; 
CARRYLITE®, an advanced high-rise attack hose; and AQUAPOWER™, designed for interior attack applications requiring 
high kink resistance and durability. Eric Maynard, national sales manager of the fire division for Kuriyama Fire Products, 
notes that Armtex® attack hose “is our bread and butter 1¾-inch attack line that’s also available in 2½-inch and 3-inch 
diameters. It’s a double-jacketed polyester outer hose that is available with either rubber or polyurethane inner lining,” 
Maynard says. Kuriyama also makes Jafline® all polyester double jacket fire hoses with polyurethane lining, a JAFx4™ fire 
hose, and ForestLite™ Mop-Up™ fire hoses. 

HELPFUL HINTS WHEN BUILDING A NEW FIRE STATION? 

New Paltz Builds Energy-Efficient Electric Firehouse Amid Push For Greener Economy 

 Mike Randall 
A new firehouse which will soon be completed in New Paltz might be a sign of things to come as the state shifts to a clean 
energy economy. The firehouse, on Henry W. Dubois Drive at the corner of North Putt Corners Road, will be all-electric, 
with no fossil fuels used for daily operation (aside from the gas used to power the trucks, of course). 
It is replacing two old fire stations, one of which was on the same site as the new one and was demolished. The 
department also operated out of the village's municipal building at 25 Plattekill Ave., about a mile and a half from where 
the new firehouse is being built.  
Jen Metzger, a former state senator who is now a policy advisor for New Yorkers for Clean Power, said the firehouse will 
"show this is do-able" in other construction sites in the coming years. 
"The state is in the middle of developing its climate plan, which will reduce and eventually eliminate climate-damaging 
emissions," she said. 
While the firehouse is technically a village of New Paltz property, the fire department also serves the surrounding town 
of New Paltz under a contract between the two communities. 
Heat pumps will be used to circulate water, and town Supervisor Neil Bettez said there are radiant floors in the truck 
bays, so heat can be quickly recovered after the doors are opened in cold weather. (from experience they do not recover 
as quickly as you might expect) 
Bettez credited village Mayor Tim Rogers, who could not be reached in time for this story, with being the one who 
suggested re-thinking the whole project after the original bids, for a standard construction project, came in high. The 
final project cost is expected to be more than $7 million. Part of the cost is coming from money the town and village 
received in relief funds following Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee in 2011 but had not yet spent. Whatever is not 
covered by that will be paid through bond sales. 
While it is not part of the original construction, plans call for the building to be adapted to solar energy eventually. Fire 
Chief Cory Wirthmann, who is also the village building inspector, said the new firehouse will reduce the community's 
overall operating costs for the department in the long run, although it has no direct impact on firefighting itself. The fire 
department said on its Facebook page that the new firehouse should be operational in mid-June. [it would be helpful if 
a follow up story examined cost of operation over a three-year period to see what the actual savings are] 
The Times Herald-Record was unable to reach a member of the fire department's board of directors in time for this story. 
New Paltz likely is among the first communities in the state to have a firehouse that might be labelled "green." John 
D'Alessandro, secretary of the Firefighters Association of the State of New York, said there is no central reporting agency 
that keeps track of such things, but it is probably safe to say there are not many yet. And because of construction costs, 
it also is difficult to say how soon such things might become widespread. "The cost of a fire station can be quite high," 
D'Alessandro said. "The more you do, the higher the price. And because often they might be subject to taxpayer approval, 
you have to really substantiate the cost." D'Alessandro added that whatever kind of firehouse is built, the community 
has to live with it for a long time. 

 

Proposed New Fire Station In Ithaca Would Be All Electric  

https://www.dailydispatch.com/DDR/index.aspx?st=NY&ddv=1&ddid=160102&typ=1&it=884301
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The city of Ithaca is looking at the possibility of building a new East Hill fire station at the intersection of Elmwood Avenue 
and Dryden Road. With some creative math, the net city cost is about $1.5 million. The new station was proposed at the 
April 20 Planning and Economic Development Committee, and would include resting quarters, a workout area, office 
space, classroom/multi-use space and of course an area for a ladder truck and an engine. It will have room to house up 
to six firefighters, which Fire Chief Tom Parsons said is twice the amount of personnel they usually have in the station. 
"We designed that for current needs and future growth," he said. Parsons said the process for a new fire station began 
nearly a decade ago when members of the city's planning department and planners from Cornell were having meetings 
about the future of development in Collegetown.   

HUMAN RESOURCES IN THE FIRE SERVICE 

The Lost Art Of Interacting With The Public: Simple Guidelines For Firefighters 

 Linda Willing 
How should your firefighters talk to the public! 
This has not been a good year for human interaction. People are fearful of strangers. Communication is hindered by 
masks and the need to social distance. Ordinary gatherings among friends or colleagues have been impossible. 
This change in how people interact has taken its toll on firefighters, too. In the past year, firefighters have not been able 
to engage in the kind of formal and casual relationships with the public that were normal before the pandemic. 
Additionally, incidents of civil unrest have put firefighters in the position of being viewed as an authority figure and 
potentially an adversary to some. And a few firefighters have made this worse through their own behavior. 
It’s time for all of that to change. 
Firefighters are one of the occupations that command the highest level of trust among the public. And firefighters depend 
on this trust to be able to do their jobs. Every firefighter is responsible for building trust with the service community. 
To some degree, that relationship of trust has been damaged in the past year, if only through neglect. But it is never too 
late to turn things around. 

IMPROVING COMMUNICATION WITH BYSTANDERS 
How can communication between fire department personnel and the service community be improved? The first 
important step is empowerment. 
When I was a new firefighter, we were told not to speak to the public on an emergency scene unless our officers directed 
us to do so. If a bystander asked a question, we were to always refer it to the incident commander or officer at the scene. 
This makes sense, to a point. You don’t want firefighters freelancing at a scene, either in their tactical actions or in 
what information they disseminate to the public. But in a more global way, it leads to dysfunction. Say a firefighter is 
standing at an incident and a bystander asks a reasonable question like, “What happened here?” If the firefighter 
responds by saying, “I’m not allowed to talk to you” or simply walks away, damage will be done by that interaction. 
All department members should recognize that they have both the ability and responsibility to interact with the public 
within their scope of knowledge and authority. If someone asks what happened, responding by saying that there was fire 
in the building is obvious. If a bystander asks, “Was anyone hurt?” the firefighter can respond in an honest, if limited, 
way, such as by saying, “The paramedics have been treating people who came out of the building” or “I’m aware of at 
least one person being transported to the hospital.” Having civil and professional interactions with people at the scene 
is part of everyone’s job. 
However, empowerment alone is not enough. People need to be prepared for the roles they play, and training is part of 
this. You don’t necessarily want people being spontaneous, especially under stressful conditions. Training in 
communications and de-escalation techniques can go a long way to mitigating harm and building trust even under 
difficult conditions. Scenario-based training can let firefighters prepare responses to anticipated questions and 
troubleshoot potentially difficult interactions before they occur. 
If every firefighter has skills and is prepared for the role, every firefighter can potentially act as an information liaison at 
a scene. You won’t have to wait for the city PIO to show up before you have positive interactions with the public. With 
skills, preparation and clear expectations, firefighters can facilitate productive conversations with bystanders and others 
at an incident, and never feel ambushed or blindsided. 
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Departments should encourage and promote related skills in this area as well. If you live in an area where multiple 
languages are spoken, having someone with even rudimentary language skills can go a long way toward increasing trust 
and making people feel more comfortable. 
But it is important to remember that you cannot create relationships in the heat of the moment. That is work that must 
be done over time, every day for the long haul. 
COVID-19 restrictions are still in place in many areas, but summer is coming, and the science is clear that outdoor 
transmission of the virus through casual contact is extremely rare. So start planning events where the public can meet 
you in an outdoor setting. Be creative. For example, stop-drop-and-roll training can happen as easily, and perhaps even 
more enjoyably, in a public park as it can in the fire station meeting room. Pull the rigs out on the front ramp and have 
an open house for families in the neighborhood. Of course, you can require that masks be worn, but you don’t have to 
eliminate these kinds of events entirely, especially given the amount of good they do in building relationships of trust 
with the community. 

REINFORCE YOUR RELATIONSHIPS 
It’s been a tough year in so many ways, and people are both exhausted and full of pent-up energy. Now is the time to 
recognize the critical importance of establishing and reinforcing relationships of trust with the public. Empowering and 
preparing every firefighter to meet this need will serve individuals and the organization at every level. 

THE ATTORNEY’S OFFICE: 

Board Meeting Minutes 

With new requirements for posting minutes of Board meetings on fire district websites if the fire district maintains a 
website, many Boards are focusing on the content of those minutes if they must be posted. Many Boards feel that 
minutes should be extensive so that there is a record of all business and discussions. Many Board members and others 
present want a record of what they said or what others may have said at the meeting. The Board should be concerned 
about content that might have a personnel privacy, privilege or HIPAA aspect. Each Board of Fire Commissioners is called 
upon to make a decision on how extensive the written minutes of their meetings will be. The Open Meeting Law sets 
parameters or minimum requirements for the content of meeting minutes and the Board of Fire Commissioners has a 
decision to make on how extensive its meeting minutes will be. The Fire District Secretary serves as the clerk of the Board 
of Fire Commissioners and one aspect of their duties is to attend Board meetings and hearings and record the minutes 
of these official events. Thus, the Secretary will certainly have input in this process. Board minutes are not required to 
be a complete stenographic record of everything that is said and done at a meeting, but there are certain basic 
requirements. Sub Section 106 of the Public Officer’s Law provides specific guidance: 

• Minutes shall be taken at all open meetings of a public body  
• The minutes are to consist of a record or summary of all motions, proposals, resolutions and any other matter 
formally voted upon and the vote thereon.  
• Minutes shall be taken at executive sessions of any action that is taken by formal vote which shall consist of a 
record or summary of the final determination of such action, and the date and vote thereon; provided, however, 
that such summary need not include any matter which is not required to be made public by the freedom of 
information law as added by article six of this chapter  
• Minutes of meetings of all public bodies shall be available to the public in accordance with the provisions of 
the freedom of information law within two weeks from the date of such meeting except that minutes taken 
pursuant to subdivision two hereof shall be available to the public within one week from the date of the executive 
session. 

Thus, meeting minutes are not required to be a stenographic record of the proceeding, but the minimum requirement is 
that all actions taken and the votes of each commissioner on them must be recorded. Very often there is disagreement 
among Board members when a member or other person present makes a statement at a meeting and seeks to have their 
statement made a part of the minutes. Others may also request that a particular person’s statement be recorded in the 
minutes. These are discretionary calls and the final decision on the issue will be made when the Board approves the 
minutes of the meeting at a subsequent meeting.  The Board should develop a consistent approach with regard to how 
it handles certain types of content. 
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If a written agenda is prepared for the meeting and made available to official participants and the public in attendance, 
it would be preferable to record that agenda in the actual minutes. If documents are made available to official 
participants and the public in attendance, it would be preferable to record the documents that were considered by the 
Board at the meeting as part of the agenda. Not every agenda item or document will actually be the subject of a vote, 
but they probably should be mentioned in the minutes and copies of these documents should be maintained in a meeting 
file as they are subject to the Freedom of Information Law and records retention requirements.  
It also is important to remember that auditors will request a copy of your minutes as part of internal and external audits 
in order to verify that all expenditures were audited and approved by the Board. Minutes will verify that certain personnel 
were authorized to incur travel expenses at district expense. Minutes will verify other financial transactions approved by 
the Board. Minutes should include by reference a copy of the Treasurer’s report and the fact that it was approved by the 
Board.  
Minutes should include by reference various proofs of publication and notice of actions taken by the Board. Your minutes 
are an important financial and operational record for the Board. They do not need to include every statement made by 
persons present, but they do need to record all of the important business conducted at the meeting. As a permanent 
record minutes are a critical part of the recordkeeping expected of your Fire District Secretary. 

 
Disclaimer: The legal opinions published here by the Association of Fire Districts are meant to provide guidance for fire district commissioners.  The materials available 
are for informational purposes only and not for the purpose of providing legal advice.  The opinions expressed are the opinio ns of the individual author at the time 
the facts were presented and based on the law then applicable.  The information contained in these opinions is not guaranteed  to be up to date.  The information 
provided is not legal advice.  Since legal advice must be tailored to the specific circumstances of each case, and laws are constantly changing, nothing on this site 
should be used as a substitute for the advice of competent legal counsel.  The authors assume no responsibility to any person  who relies on information contained 
herein and disclaim all liability in respect to such information.  You should not act upon information in this publication with out seeking professional counsel from an 
attorney admitted to practice in your jurisdiction.   

THE CHIEF’S OFFICE: 

***Officers, It’s Time To Stop Doing And Start Leading  

 Chief, John Buckman III 
Do you want to develop your leadership potential? Yes? Then I would tell you, quite simply, to stop doing and start 
leading. 
Many chief and company officers just go through the motions of leadership. They have no real desire to lead, but they 
are satisfied with their current rank within the organization, so they check the boxes of duties without thinking about 
their greater organizational impact. 
Officers have a profound impact on their organization and make a significant difference in the lives of many members. It 
is therefore essential that they understand the difference between doing and leading. 

It starts with passion  
To lead you must be bold and courageous and have a deep passion for leading. Yes, passion. Stop for a moment and 

ask yourself, Do you really have the passion for the job that you had 5, 10 or 20 years ago? If you can’t answer yes to 

that question, then maybe you aren’t really leading; maybe you’re just doing. 
Here’s another question: What was your best day in the fire service? Could you answer that question in less than 10 
seconds? What if I asked what you really like about your current position? Could you come up with an answer in less 
than 5 seconds? These are simple questions. The answers should roll right off your tongue. 
If you struggle with these questions, it’s time to look in the mirror to determine whether you are just going through 
the motions and, if so, how you can reinvigorate your passion for leading. 

Offer opportunity 
As noted, officers can have a significant impact on the entire organization. One way is through recognizing opportunities 
that will benefit the department and its members. After all, opportunity may come knocking, but someone still needs to 
answer the door. 
Leaders see opportunities and share them with others, often to help others grow and to reduce an organizational 
challenge. They seek out opportunities for others to tackle a challenge, offer coaching and then stand back and allow 
the member to go forward. Will the member make mistakes? Absolutely. Should the leader allow the designee to make 
mistakes? Absolutely, as long as they are not creating a dangerous situation where someone could be injured. 

https://firerescue1.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=fbf2eef5cbb7010c3dab66a8e&id=d99ba22394&e=d73daa5f89
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This influence is a huge factor in the leader’s success, too. People want to work for someone who helps them become 
personally and professionally successful. Remember, the leaders who hoard opportunities for themselves will create 
resentment in others. 

How to help others be successful 
There are many actions that leaders can take to help their members grow and be successful. Here are 16 actions leaders 
should follow to not only be effective at leading others but also develop their leadership skills: 

1. Keep your ego and emotions under control: Be proud of what you have accomplished in the past and want to 
do more in future, but don’t become consumed by ego. You may think you are important because of rank/title, 
but the people you work with determine your importance and whether they desire to follow you. Don’t let your 
ego control your actions and words. Egos eat brain cells and destroy careers. [Read next: ‘Ego eats brains’: Chief 
Brunacini’s lesson underscores the problem with dirty gear] 

2. Pay attention to what is going on around you: Be alert for signs of unrest among your members. 
3. Recognize others: When someone meets and/or exceeds your expectations, recognize their performance 

appropriately. [Read “7 ways to recognize your fire department’s top performers.”] 
4. Be fair: Be aware of your personal decision-making process to ensure that the decisions you make are fair and 

impartial. 
5. Watch your stress: Acknowledge how your stress levels can become increased and how you can manage or 

reduce your stress. 
6. Manage conflict: Deal with conflict quickly, fairly and firmly. 
7. Listen more than you talk: My father told me repeatedly, you have two ears and one mouth; use the mouth 

sparingly. This is important as you progress up the rank structure of your department. You will learn more by 
listening. As a leader, when you invite people to meet with you over a problem/situation, you are asking for their 
opinion. They will probably give it to you, but you have to be quiet and listen. 

8. Be straightforward: Communicate with others openly and completely. If you can’t tell them the entire story, let 
them know that more information will be coming and you will keep them posted. 

9. Acknowledge the need for change: Recognize when there is a need for change in personnel, policy or 
procedures. 

10. Embrace decision-making: Leaders cannot fear decision-making. When you are confronted with a problem, 
gather the facts, determine options for implementation, communicate your decision and begin the 
implementation phase. Hesitating to make a decision after you have evaluated the options will hurt your ability 
to lead. Firefighters want to be lead. Someone has to make the tough/unpopular decisions quickly. Delays create 
a lack of confidence in your ability to solve problems. 

11. Be mature in your interactions: This comes with age and time in your role. Having the right social skills to be 
able to interact with others in a meaningful way has a lot to do with your ability to influence. 

12. Own your mistakes: You are going to make mistakes. Don’t try to place blame on someone else. Further, you 
have to be able to move on. Don’t get stuck and dwell on the issue. Say “I’m sorry” when you have hurt someone 
else. 

13. Slow down to go fast: Take a moment to plan out your day, week, etc. It may feel counterintuitive, taking the 
extra step, but it will help you get more done faster. 

14. Accept criticism: It’s important that leaders learn how to take criticism from others and learn from their 
feedback. I am not saying you accept criticism from others for all things that others want to be critical about. If 
you don’t deserve the criticism, then stand up and defend your actions. 

15. Spend time on your own personal development: Read. Take courses. Attend conferences, especially the 
educational sessions. I see a lot of leaders who attend conferences, but they only wander the exhibit hall floor 
to see the new apparatus and equipment displays. 

16. Work hard: What is the price of success? Hard work. Pure and simple. Nothing beats hard work to becoming 
successful in all of your endeavors. Hard work does not substitute for luck. Hard work means you are willing to 
make sacrifices to be an influential leader. 

Understand your influence 

https://firerescue1.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=fbf2eef5cbb7010c3dab66a8e&id=9409d0e028&e=d73daa5f89
https://firerescue1.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=fbf2eef5cbb7010c3dab66a8e&id=9409d0e028&e=d73daa5f89
https://firerescue1.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=fbf2eef5cbb7010c3dab66a8e&id=b834c611ec&e=d73daa5f89
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Anyone can sit on the bench, wear the fire department T-shirt and purport to be a leader. But calling the shots from the 
sidelines doesn’t make you a leader. Real leaders get off the bench and confront issues head-on. This doesn’t happen in 
a vacuum either, as true leaders who have followers who believe in them and support them. And this is where influence 
comes into play. 
Influence is not dependent on rank or position within an organization. Influence is about creating an environment where 
others want to be because they see you, your team and your organization as successful. When you focus on leading, not 
simply doing, your influence will grow, as will your members’ opportunities and strengths. 

CLASSIFIEDS- - 

**The Capital Area Cooperative Project 
Have you got stuff just laying around taking up space that someone else less fortunate might need, 
then use the Cooperative Project forms? 
It is no secret that there is a huge disparity in fire district budgets across New York state. Budgets range from $30,000 
per year to several million dollars. Those districts in more populated areas with businesses have a much larger tax base 
to fund firefighting efforts while rural districts are somewhat at a disadvantage due to lower property values, lower 
average income, and fewer businesses to support their tax base. 
Born out of discussions between Commissioners of small rural and larger urban districts at the recent AFDSNY Annual 
Meeting and Conference at Turning Stone is the Capital Area Cooperative Project. The Capital Area Cooperative Project 
seeks to build partnerships between fire districts to help provide equipment and tools donated from larger fire 
departments to smaller and rural fire departments within the Capital District and beyond. These better funded districts 
are able to replace gear more often and many times excessed gear ends up leaving the state. One Commissioner stated 
that he would rather have the gear stay in New York and help struggling districts than to ship it out of state or even out 
of the country. These underfunded fire departments can receive donated tools and equipment to ensure they can 
perform their duty to save lives and protect property as safely and as efficiently as possible. If you are interested in 
donating tools or equipment or requesting a donation, please fill out the forms in the links provided and a representative 
from the Capital Area Association of Fire Districts will contact you. 
 
For Districts desiring TO GET RID OF EQUIPMENT, fill out the form at: 
https://forms.gle/a6ApHuACeu5yziJs7 
WANT TO SEE WHAT IS NEEDED OR BEING OFFERED GO HERE: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1WLg2iILQhQLdyHEF5IV3VvLznLllW57H?usp=sharing 
You will need a google account or establish one! 
All donations made will go directly toward the mission of helping small and rural fire departments in need. Equipment 
and tools that are not NFPA compliant may be donated to the International Fire Relief Mission to assist international fire 
departments with equipment needs. 

THE LIGHTER SIDE! 

 
I never questioned your intelligence, but when I asked you to spell “orange” and you asked 

me the fruit or color, it kinda caught me off guard!! 
 

OFFICERS OF THE CAPITAL AREA ASSOCIATION OF FIRE DISTRICTS 

2022 OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS 
President: Tom Rinaldi, Commissioner Stillwater/Saratoga 
1st VP:  John Meehan, Commissioner West Crescent/Saratoga 
2nd VP:  Art Hunsinger, Commissioner Clifton Park Halfmoon/Saratoga 

https://forms.gle/a6ApHuACeu5yziJs7
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1WLg2iILQhQLdyHEF5IV3VvLznLllW57H?usp=sharing
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Board of Directors: Les Bonesteel Commissioner Burnt Hills/Saratoga, Tom Wood Commissioner Northumberland/Saratoga, Joyce 
Petkus Treasurer Greenfield/Saratoga, Ed Woehrle Commissioner Niskayuna #1/Schenectady and Mike Podolec Commissioner West 
Glenville/Schenectady 
Secretary/Treasurer: Tony Hill 
Sargent at Arms: Tom Wood 
Chaplain: Fred Richards 
Legal Council: Greg Serio 

The Capital Area Association represents fire district officials from the fire districts in Albany, Schenectady, Rensselaer, Warren, 
Washington, Saratoga, Fulton and Montgomery Counties 

Fire District Officials include Commissioners, Treasurers, Secretaries and Chief 
All are invited to participate in all of the Capital Area Activities 

The Capital Area Association wants to take this opportunity to thank all the Fire Districts who continue to support the local 
Capital Area Association as members for 2022. 

FIRE DISTRICT RESOURCES - -THE BACK PAGE - - FOR YOU TO FOLLOW UP! 

What are the duties and responsibilities of a Commissioner? 
The Answer is posted on our web site at www.AFDCA.org 

 
Vital Statistics on the State Association Regions – the break out is on our web site. 
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CAPITAL AREA BUSINESS PARTNER’S 
Business Partner Applications Available At:  WWW.AFDCA.ORG 

Welcome Back all of our Business Partners for 2022 
Welcome aboard a new partner for 2022 Auto Solutions of Glenville, NY 

We invite our business partners to submit educational information to be included in this Bulletin for district commissioners and chief officers 
Write me at tom@rinaldi1.com 

Please Support Those Who Support Us!! 

 

If you have information on new products you wish to showcase or is educational and informative for fire 
districts, please submit it and we will use it in this Bulletin under the appropriate heading. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
JOHN M. LESNIEWSKI 

Assistant Vice President and 
Senior Business Banking Officer 

Fulton/Montgomery Markets 

12 Fremont Street, Gloversville, NY 12078 
P: 518.775-5205 | M: 518.848-0612 

NMLS ID 915694 
www.nbtbank.com 

 
David Farstad, Municipal Banking Officer 

652 Albany-Shaker Road, Albany NY 12211 
P/F: 518-730-3120 
M: 518-506-0075 

farstadd@pioneerbanking.com 

HANNIGAN LAW FIRM PLLC 
388 Kenwood Avenue 

Delmar, New York 12054 
P: (518) 869-9911 
F: (518) 869-9915 
www.hannigan.pro 

Fire/EMS –Municipal Law 

 
 

98B Troy Road 
East Greenbush, NY  12061 

518-479-2004 
www.dignuminc.com 

Young, Fenton, Kelsey & Brown, PC 
General Practice Matters plus - 

Fire Service Attorneys 
1881 Western Ave. Suite 140 

Albany, N.Y. 12203 
518.456.6767 

 
Specializing in insurance for Fire Districts and 
Departments 

Dave Meager 
31 Church Street  Saratoga Springs, NY 

518-584-5300x3243 dmeager@amsureins.com     

 

 

Haughey Insurance Agency 
850 State Route 50 

Burnt Hills, NY 12027 
518-399-1583 

www.haugheyagency.com 

 
Architects & Engineers 

3 Lear Jet Lane, Suite 205 
Latham, NY 12110 

518-765-5105 
Dennis Ross, Dir of Emergency Services Market 

www.H2M.com 

 
Mitchell Associates Architects 

518-765-4571 
Specializing in Fire Stations 

www.mitchell-architects.com 

 
518-300-4732 

431 New Karner Rd Suite 170 
Albany, NY 12205 

https://foxpest-albany.com 

 
The D’Amato Law Group LLP 

Gregory Serio, Partner 

111 Washington Ave Suite 600 

Albany, NY 12210 

518.426.3800 

Email: gserio@dlgny.com 

damatolawgroup.com 

Contact Linda Flanagan 

110 Main Street 

Poughkeepsie, NY 12601 

845-331-2255 X2768 

“Insurance for First Responders” 
https://marshallsterling.com/linda-flanagan 

 

LEGAL SERVICES ARCHITECT/ 
ENENGINEERS 

INSURANCE 

PEST CONTROL BANKING 

John Caputo 
Marketing Manager 
One Blue Hill Plaza – 16th Floor 
PO Box 1609 
Pearl River, NY 10965 

845.8855 X7011 
Cell 631.601.5305 
jcaputo@fdmny.com 
VFBL/Workers’ Comp Coverage 

http://www.afdca.org/
http://www.nbtbank.com/
mailto:jcaputo@fdmny.com
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Safety First Equipment Testing 
99 Glass Lake Road 

Averill Park, NY 12018 
518-674-8363 

www.safetyfirstfirehose.com 

 

 
Jason Cyboron 

Sr. Manager of Business Development & Accts 
518-783-6933 ext 15 

Cell 518.401.5195 
www.penflexinc.com 

jcyboron@penflex.com 

 
 

518-432-5087 
www.thelosapgroup.com, 

 
Fleury Risk Management 

28 Corporate Drive, Suite 104 
Clifton Park, NY 12065 

518.478.6314 

https://www.fleuryrisk.com/nysgroup497 
VFBL Insurances Services 

 

 

Salt City Fire 
Equipment 

4474 Bussey Road 
Syracuse, NY 13215 

315-741-5258 
Saltcityfireequpment.com 
Proud Dealer of Seagrave 

Fire Apparatus 

Stawnychy Financial Services 

Zoriana M. Stawnychy 
973.283.0024 

zoriana@stawnychyfinancial.com 
135 Kinnelon Road Suite 101 

Kinnelon, NJ 07405 
Serving fire districts in New York State 

UBS Financial Advisors 
Ralph Lemme, CFP 

8 Southwoods Blvd Suite 207 
Albany, NY 12211 

518.445.1667 

LOSAP MANAGEMENT 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

FIRE EQ TESTING 

FIRE APPARATUS 

SCBA COMPRESSOR 
SERVICE 

 
Ballston Spa National Bank 

PO Box 70 
Ballston Spa, NY 12020 
Deborah JR O’Connor 

518.363.8119 

Deborah.oconnor@bsnb.com 
 
  

 
Peter B. Feid 

pfeid@vfis.com 
717.819.3116 

INSURANCE 
 

WARNING 
PACKAGES/REPAIRS 

BODY SHOP 

 
Vehicle Repair, Warning Packages, Body 

Shop 
78 Freemans Bridge Road, Glenville 

518-377-5555 
Veteran Owned Business 

http://www.penflexinc.com/
https://www.fleuryrisk.com/nysgroup497
mailto:pfeid@vfis.com
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Robert V. Gramuglia, CPA 

1 Pine West Plaza Suite 107, Albany NY 12205 
518.452.8055 or 518.859.5851cell 

Email: rgramuglia@BGCPA.net 

CPA/AUDITS 
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The Capital Bulletin is reaching well over 400+ fire district members and now other members of the fire service on a regular 
basis.  Since the Capital Area Association covers an area the size of Connecticut it is difficult to meet in person to exchange 

information and ideas.   
This is a service of the Capital Area Association through the effort of Tom Rinaldi who can be reached at tom@rinaldi1.com for 

comments or content contributions are always welcome. 

 
MEMBERSHIP IN THE ASSOCIATION OF FIRE DISTRICTS OF THE CAPITAL AREA 

Would you like to join the Association of Fire Districts of the Capital Area and join 75 members in 8 counties?  Both fire 
protection districts and Village departments are eligible for membership. 
The yearly membership dues (January 1st to December 31st) shall be as follows and shall be based on the annual 
budget of the Fire District/Organization; 
To take effect January 2023: 

$0 to $200,000: $50  
$200,001 to $400,000: $100  
$400,001 to $600,000: $200  
$600,001 plus: $300  
Business Partners:  $100.00 annual member fee 

 

Medical Supplies Needed for Ukraine relief:   
- first aid kits (combat) (first aid in case of injury). 
- Supraglottic Emergency Airway Devices  
- Stretcher 
- Occlusive dressing with ventilation 
- Anti-burn hydrogel 
- Thermostatic bandage 
- Rescue cover 
- Triangular scarf 
- Film-valve 
- Ambu Bag (Adult) 
- Napkins Gel Guardian. 
- Hypothermic package, 
- Gloves non-sterile (without powder, SML), 200 pieces / unitary enterprise. 
- Tonometer 
- Anti-burn hydrogel 
- Pocket Mask 
- Bandages 7x14 and 5x10 
- Elastic bandage, 
- Turnstile harnesses, 
- Mounting wide tape 20 cm. 
- Dexalgin 2.0 in amp., 20 packages 
- Ceftriaxone 2.0 in amp 
- Butter scissors (Lister) for bandages, 
- Medical Safety Pins 
- Rubber elastic medical 
- Medical Neck Braces 
- Betadine 1000 ml, 20 fl. and 100 ml, 15 fl. 
- Defibrillators. 
- Intravenous catheter (single, 18G), 
- Nalbuphine 
- Mounting reinforced tape 

 

mailto:tom@rinaldi1.com

